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Concentration
tips 

CONSORTIUM: 



What does a high level 
of concentration depend on?

workplace 
distractions 

(too many  factors
in the environment 
inhibit the concentration
process)

natural boosters 

(support healthy eating
habits, improve the
condition of the body)

This booklet will help you keep track of it!  

Do you know that concentration is recognized 
by scientists as the superpower of the 21st century? 

Concentration is a skill that allows you to focus your
attention on an activity or a specific thought, situation or
thing. The activities and tasks performed with increased
concentration help to achieve the intended goal more
effectively.

Since it's a skill, you can practice and develop it, 
so it can be one of your most important 
allies in today's digital 
and multi-tasking world.

better memory,
better learning outcomes,
better productivity,
faster execution of tasks,
effective problem solving,
saving time and energy,
greater success both in science and in life.

Why is it worth 

developing

concentration?

Why is concentration 
important in distance learning?

   What is concentration?
What is concentration?
What is concentration?

   How to work on it?
How to work on it?
How to work on it?   

proper organization 
study place  

(order on the desk, 
clean space allow you 
to focus only on science
and intended goals),

emotional state 

(we learn most
effectively when 
positive emotional
arousal remains within
the average intensity)

the right attitude 

(positive attitude
supports the
concentration process)

motivation 

(allows you to focus 
on specific goals 
and not give up)



How to improve concentration?

Memorize the words, 

Read a lot.
Solve puzzles, Sudoku
play mind games, such as:
Scrabble, Memory. 
Try to remember where
you put away any items.

Train your mind
To keep your mind in good
shape, you can:

      of a song, quotes from 
      a book/movie.

Think about what
emotions you are
experiencing at the
moment. 
Accept them, and then
focus on the emotions
that should apply 

Answer yourself the
question: what will I
achieve immediately / 

Take care of proper
mental well-being

      to your learning. 

      in the future by working
      with concentration now?

Find a place only 

Take care of order 

Get rid of distracting
stimuli (turn off music,
close FB, IG, TT, mute
beeps on the phone).
Turn off e-mail.

Prepare a study area 

      for study.

      and cleanliness air 
      the room.

eat a meal,
do light exercise,
listen to music,
take a short walk,
take a short nap.

Take breaks 
Remember to take regular
breaks between classes to
take the strain off your mind. 
At the time:

Creatively support 

Draw mind maps.
Take notes. 
Find keywords and 

Create schematic
drawings, that helps
with the assimilation,
association and
organization. 

Create mind maps 
and visual notes

      the brain!

      interconnections.

The enemy 

Divide the work into
thematic blocks.
Creating a "to do list" 

Make a to-do list

      of concentration is not      
      knowing what you should
      be focusing on at any 
      given moment.

      is an introduction to the
      state of highest    
      concentration 
      - let it become your ritual!

Prepare healthy snacks
(nuts, fruits, healthy cereal
bars).
Stay hydrated.
Take breaks for
wholesome meals.
Avoid sweets, energy
drinks.

Prepare healthy boosters

Just reading about
concentration 

The ability to concentrate
requires work and gradual
implementation of the
above guidelines.
Act now and start over.
Remember that this is 

Act!
Remember that:

      is not enough.

      a process that takes time!


